Corrigendum

Subject:-Corrigendum in NIT No. TN-27/2019-20 for Procurement of Conveyor Belts for various power plants of RVUN.

The following clauses of QUALIFYING REQUIREMENT FOR BIDDER in NIT No. TN-27/2019-20 for Procurement of Conveyor Belts for various power plants of RVUN is to be read as under:-

1. The bidder should be a “manufacturer & supplier” of “FR Grade Conveyor Belt” width up to 1600 mm or more having tensile strength up to 1400 KN/M or more and having in-house testing facility as per “IS:1891 (part V), ISO340, CAN./CSA/M422/M87 Type C, DIN 22131 (Part-1) IS-15427” as applicable.

3. (VIII) Capability of producing conveyor belt up to 1600 mm width or higher having tensile strength up to 1400 KN/M or more.

6. Similar orders mean “Manufacturer & supplier” of “FR Grade NN/EP Conveyor Belt width up to 1600 mm or more having tensile strength up to 1400 KN/M or more”.

Copy submitted/forwarded to the following for information please:-
1. Chief Engineer (STPS/KTPS/CTPP/CSCTPP/KaTPP), RVUN, Jaipur/Suratgarh/Kota/Chhabra/Jhalawar.
2. CAO(TD), RVUN, Jaipur.